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Survey: Perceptions of Artificial 
Intelligence in Video Surveillance
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2021 is a turning point for artificial intelligence (AI) in digital video surveillance. With camera 
resolution increasing from 1080p to 4Kp, there is a commensurate increase in the amount 
of digital video data available for training AI systems. 

This means AI is getting smarter, because the more data it processes, the more it learns. 
Today’s digital video AI applications not only can distinguish between a car and a cat, but 
also can detect whether or not someone is wearing a face mask, or whether someone is 
innocently walking through a parking lot or ducking under cars to steal catalytic converters.

This progression in AI capabilities has raised a new issue for organizations: As AI gets 
smarter, is it doing so in an ethical way? Does the data it’s learning from contain implicit 
bias against genders, races, etc., which then gets “baked” into the AI algorithms? And if so, 
how can a company correct that issue?

To dive deeper into market perceptions and opinions around ethical AI, Pro-Vigil surveyed 
100 users of digital video surveillance. The survey was designed to gain feedback across two 
dimensions: people’s knowledge of AI and how it’s being used in their video surveillance 
systems, and their opinions around AI bias. 

Video Surveillance 
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Knowledge of AI
Most survey respondents understood whether or not their video surveillance systems were 
using AI. Most (64%) indicated they weren’t using AI, while 21% said they were using AI. The 
rest were unsure.

26% indicated there is a person in their organization who is responsible for understanding 
how AI is used. The rest either didn’t know or said there was no such person. Ideally, 
companies would implement some degree of AI governance, where someone is 
responsible for evaluating and tracking AI usage.

64% 55%

21% 26%

15% 19%

Yes Yes

No No

Don't Know Don't Know 

Does your business’s video security 
system use AI?

Is anyone in your organization 
responsible for understanding how AI 
is used in video security?



Most respondents understood that AI video systems can differentiate between various 
objects, and that it can tag videos to make it easy to search and find desired footage. These 
are by far the most common practical benefits people see in AI video – the ability to 
accurately identify intruders, and the functional ability to pinpoint desired footage, which 
can save a significant amount of time when compared to manually reviewing traditional 
“dumb” video. 

73%

61%

30%

11%

21%

Tag videos for 
search?

Can Your Video System ...

Tell the difference 
between a cat and a car?

Detect if a person is 
wearing a face mask?

Detect if a person is 
running a temperature?

Detect the distance 
between people?
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However, far fewer respondents understood that AI could also be used to identify if 
people are wearing face masks, running a temperature or maintaining social distancing, 
all of which were potential applications of AI during the height of the COVID-19 
pandemic.
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Knowledge of AI Bias
When asked if they knew about AI bias before taking the survey, nearly two-thirds (64%) of 
respondents said they were unaware that AI could be biased. And, nearly 90% said they 
would not know how to check to see if their AI video surveillance system was biased. 

This could be problematic for companies, because it means they likely won’t know whether 
or not their systems are behaving unethically until a problem manifests itself, which can 
lead to angry customers, public embarrassment and other consequences.

Did you know that AI could be 
biased before the survey?

Would you know how to check if the AI 
in your video surveillance system 
is biased?

No
64%

Yes
36%

No
89%

Yes
11%
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Opinions on AI Bias
Blurring the lines even further, 64% of respondents indicated they either don’t believe AI 
can be biased, or aren’t sure if it can be biased. 

62% said they either don’t care or aren’t sure if they care if their AI is biased.

Do you care if the AI used in your 
video security is biased? 

25%

38%

37%

Yes

No

Don't Know 

22%

36%

42%

Yes

No

Don’t 
Know 

Do you believe AI can be 
biased against races, genders, 
etc.?
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Additionally, respondents expressed more concern about their AI video surveillance 
system’s ability to deter crime than any potential bias issues. When asked if they would 
do anything if their AI video system was doing a good job deterring crime, but was using 
unethical algorithms, 37% said they would do nothing. 

This is an emerging issue, and just as society does not tolerate brands that behave 
unethically toward customers in the physical world, it will not tolerate such behavior 
from computer systems either.

If you knew your AI was using 
unethical algorithms (assuming 
higher risk based on race, gender 
apparel, etc.) but it was doing a 
good job deterring crime would 
you... 

Do 
nothing

Call your vendor to 
correct the issue

37%

63%
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As organizations tried to cope with maintaining operations during the height of the COVID-19 
pandemic, they walked a fine line between safety and personal privacy. The act of taking 
someone’s temperature, or asking if they have symptoms, required that the person in question 
reveal personal health information. 

Thermal imaging cameras can be an effective way to identify people running fevers – and 
actually can decrease the number of people who need to be screened (since only those 
identified as running “hot” by the camera need to be screened in more detail) − but they can be 
controversial due to the perception that they invade people’s privacy.  

When asked about the use of thermal imaging and AI to help organizations manage COVID-19 
restrictions, 58% of respondents indicated they did not think monitoring people’s temperature, 
social distancing or face mask usage was intrusive. 

Organizations are now running into similar issues around privacy as they consider whether or 
not to require COVID-19 vaccines in the workplace. 

31%

27%

30%

58%

Detecting if someone is 
not following face mask 

requirements

Detecting if someone is 
running a temperature

Detecting if someone 
is not following social 

distancing requirements

None of the above

Which of these would 
you consider an 
“intrusive” use of AI? 
(check all that apply)
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The AI perception survey showed there are wildly varying opinions and degrees of 
knowledge around AI. This is not surprising, given the breakneck speed at which AI 
has found its way into video surveillance, as well as countless other applications. 

For companies that use AI in ways that directly impact humans (video surveillance 
being just one example), it is a sound business practice to assign AI accountability to a 
member of the team, and that person should focus on understanding how any AI 
applications in use were trained to ensure ethical algorithms. 

Technology vendors should be able to provide this information. Beyond that, there is 
an emerging societal aspiration to use this powerful technology in ways that align 
with ethical business practices and social responsibility.

AI is changing the game in video surveillance – making systems smarter and more 
precise in identifying and deterring crime. And while 37% of respondents said they 
would do nothing about unethical AI in video surveillance as long as it was deterring 
crimes, there is no need to make that kind of tradeoff. 

With a simple background check on how the system’s AI was developed and how it’s 
being upgraded over time, companies can make sure that their systems operate in an 
ethical manner 24x7 – delivering all the rewards of AI without the risks.

Know What’s Under the Covers
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Founded in 2006, Pro-Vigil provides remote video monitoring solutions to organizations across 
North America. The company provides both on-premises and mobile intelligent video 
monitoring systems, and 24x7 remote monitoring services. 

Unlike typical remote video monitoring services that require companies to make large up-front 
capital investments in equipment and installation, Pro-Vigil is pioneering the concept of Video 
Monitoring as a Service, where customers simply pay a monthly fee for monitoring services, with 
no capital investments required. 

Pro-Vigil is backed by The Riverside Company, a global private equity firm.

About Pro-Vigil




